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The beach babe of  the lower 
48 states, it has never been 
accused of  flying under the 
radar. 

Yet in the world of  cocktails it 
is often left off  the short list of  
major players. And according 
to the originators of  the Golden 
State of  Cocktails, this was at 
least in part due to a lack of  its 

own large scale cocktail event. 

Led by event producers Skyler 
Reeves and Allison Levine, 
the goal was to provide an 
experience that was part show, 
part conference and part good 
old fashioned gathering, while 
also highlighting what the 
region has to offer in terms of  
beverage acumen. 
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“We felt that with LA being the largest city 
in California, and Downtown being the 
center of the cocktail rebirth in LA, it was 
the perfect choice for our first year.”

– Skyler Reeves



And what better place to launch 
this affair than downtown Los 
Angeles. With its own story 
of  unrecognition, it has long 
been denied its status as a true 
metropolitan hub. Despite 
this, DTLA is in the midst of  a 

renaissance, with GQ declaring 
it the “Next Great American 
City”. The fact that it is also 
centrally located and home to 
many of  the most authentic 
bars in the area made it the 
perfect fit. 

As far as content the goal was 
simple: to take education to 
the next level. According to 

Ms. Levine, “We didn’t want to 
‘talk at’ people but rather get 
them involved with a hands-
on experiential approach to 
learning.”

The result was smaller class 
sizes, direct interaction with 
instructors and a constant 
emphasis on engaging the 
senses, providing attendees the 
kind of  memorable experiences 
that allow information to 
be retained. This hands-on 
tangibility took many forms, 
but most notable were the 
brand immersion rooms 
and takeaway stations (see 
infographic). Also notable were 
the variety of  classes, which 
spanned beyond the standard 
exhibitions and delved into 
many niche topics that were 
extremely useful to operators, 
employees and enthusiasts 
alike.
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And the nighttime events 
were almost too good 
(especially for those with 
early morning classes). With a 
packed set schedule, arranged 
transportation and a solid 
mixture of  hot spots, cocktail 
bars and dives (with most of  
the bar tabs graciously covered 
by the 213 Group) all attendees 
were treated to a genuine 

look into the local scene. The 
result was a vibe that at the 
end of  the week felt a bit like 
summer camp, complete with 
new experiences, lessons and 
friends (platonic or otherwise 
… ayo!).

But the biggest note of  the 
week was the overall success of  
a first time venture. With a goal 
to create its own experience 
rather than mimic the leading 
players, the Golden State of  
Cocktails is poised to carve its 
own place within the cocktail 
event calendar. 
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“We didn’t want to ‘talk at’ 
people but rather get them 
involved with a hands-on 
experiential approach to 
learning.”

– Allison Levine



take-away: 
Heaven Hill distillery
Whether it was the barrel aged 
cocktails (Larceny Bourbon) 
or fruit infused spirits (Pama 
Liqueur) that peaked your 
interest, the  Heaven Hill booth 
allowed you to personalize your 
booze and take it with you while 
it aged. Three days later your 
little bundle of  joy was A full 
grown adult beverage ready for 
consumption. 

take-aWayS and iMMerSiOn rOOMS
Two of  the best examples of  experiential learning were a take-
away stations that literally provided personalized barrel-aged 
cocktails (complete with barrel) and a brand immersion room that 
transported attendees back to colonial France. 



brand immersion: 
bureau national interprofessionnel du Cognac
Complete with antique furniture, a classical French soundtrack 
and a team from the BNIC, the tasting led by Hoke Harden took 
the experience to the next level, giving attendees a glimpse into 
the culture from which the spirit was born.  
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your restaurantat home.
bringing professional grade avant-
garde to your kitchen

with
Jun Robles 

s some parts of  the country wallow 
in record breaking lows while others 
have enjoyed early sunshine, we would like to 
remind everyone that all weather is gelato weather. 

To help us with this we have asked Jun Robles (the executive sous 
chef  from Oven + Shaker in Portland, Oregon) to share  with US 
the recipe he uses for specials at the restaurant. 

Orange Creamsicle Gelato

a

INGREDIENTS
• 2 cups heavy cream
• 2 cups fresh squeezed orange juice
• 2 cups simple syrup (equal parts   
    fine white baking sugar      
    and water, brought to a 
    boil and chilled)
• 1.5 tsp   vanilla extract
• 1 tsp     Grand Marnier

METHODOLOGY
• Combine all ingredients in a bowl 
• Whisk together
• Spin using a gelato machine (for   
 non-machine alternatives check
 out the list by our friends      
 thekitchn.com)
• Store in freezer (yield will be 1.5    
 quarts)


